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INTRODUCTION
Operation notes form a vital part of the clinical notes for any patient undergoing a surgical procedure. Not only should they provide a record of what happened in theatre, but they should also contain
detailed information on post-operative management of the patient. The Royal College of Surgeons state in their publication ‘Good Surgical Practice’ that surgeons must ensure that there are clear
operation notes for every procedure which should contain sufficient detail to enable continuity of care by another doctor.1 In practice, the level of detail recorded on operation notes is highly variable
and, at times, illegible. Poor or illegible documentation can compromise detailed medical record keeping, the quality of patient care and patient safety. Well designed proformas for procedures have
shown to standardise and improve the quality of information recorded, compliance with gold standards and improve post-operative care.2,3

THE PROBLEM
The current operation note template used in OUH contains lots of space for free script without direction of what to record or reference to any of the RCS Gold Standard criteria. This means details are
often omitted from the operation note which can subsequently affect patient care. For example, operation notes often do not indicate in appropriate detail whether or not post-operative antibiotics are
required or when surgical drains should be removed. This can delay treatment and decision making which ultimately affects the quality of patient care. Furthermore, the post-operative care of surgical
patients is often delivered by junior doctors. Lack of instruction on operation notes can delay decision-making as juniors have to spend time seeking senior input before actions can be taken.

AIM

To standardise and improve the quality of information recorded in operation notes from major Head and Neck Oncology surgery

The Gold Standard vs Reality: Post-Op Instructions Insufficient
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FOCUS OF NEW DESIGN








NEW OPERATION NOTE DESIGN

Specifically target areas of insufficiency and ambiguity
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Facilitate information recording without adding to the surgeons’ workload
Pre-printed sections that can be circled to reduce the time spent hand writing
instructions
RCS Gold Standard aides-mémoire in free script sections to reduce omissions
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CONCLUSION
• New operation note improved quality of documentation in all areas
that previously had not meet the RCS gold standard

• Greatest improvement seen in the post-operative care instructions
particularly antibiotic prescription, VTE prophlyaxis and feeding regimes
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• Provides a template for design of future electronic operation
notes
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